Appropriate and generally accepted conventional abbreviations are needed in data banks. A list of abbreviations of bacterial generic names was initiated by Johnson et al. (1) in 1976. Four-letter abbreviations were chosen to minimize computer storage space, while still allowing creation of mnemonic abbreviations. Revised versions of the list were published in 1980 (2) and 1986 (6). The updated lists were prompted by the publication of the Approved Lists of Bacterial Names (7) in 1980 and the Index of Bacterial and Yeast Nomenclatural Changes (4) in 1985. Basic conventions for the alphabetic coding of generic names were published in the 1986 update. Also included in the 1986 update were lists of bacterial names with no official standing, because such names still appear in the literature, and names of yeast genera with proposed abbreviations. Table 1 is a list of bacterial generic names that were approved or effectively published from January 1980 to December 1990 and their appropriate abbreviations. Nineteen names which have been validly published since 1986 and appeared among the unofficial names given by Rogosa et al. (6) are included in Table 1 , where they appear with new names published in the scientific literature since 1986. In several cases orthographically incorrect names that appeared on previous lists have been corrected; the incorrect name is no longer on the list, and its abbreviation was assigned to the proper spelling. The list of bacterial names with no official standing (Table 2) has also been updated. We must emphasize that the names that appear in Table 2 are included purely for indexing purposes and that they have no standing in nomenclature even if they appear in the literature. Data on newly appearing bacterial generic names and name changes were gathered from the BIOSIS Register of Bacterial Nomenclature data base. Since the Register contains data on bacterial names only, it was not feasible to update the list of abbreviations for yeast generic names which appeared in a previous paper (6). Therefore, the yeast list is not included in this paper. The Register contains names of bacteria gathered from journals and books analyzed for the BIOSIS Previews data base and includes names GEMT  GEMM  GMOB  GDMF  GNBT  GLMY  GRDN  GRML  HMBL  HMFL  HAFN  HSBT  HLNB  HLAR  HLBT  HLBR  HLCO  HLFX  HMCO  HLMN  HOVB  HEBT  HOBT  HOTX  HBSP  HPSN  HRSH  HLND  HOSO  HYBT  HYFG  HFMI  HFMN  ILBT  ITS0  IDBT  JNBT  JONS  KBSO  KNSO  KNGL  KTST  KTSO  KLEB  KYVR  KOSL  KURT  LBRY  LCSP  LCBC  LCCO  LMBT  LMCS  LMPD  LCLC  LGNL  LMRL  LPNM  LPSP  LPTX  LPTC  LEUC  LETX  LEVN  LIST  LSNL  LUBT SNMN  SRSP  SNTF  TTLK  TTML  TLRL  TTBT  TRBT  TMAT  TMAB  TMAN  TMBR  TMCO  TMFL  TMLF  TMMI  TMMO  TMNM  TMPL  TMPR  TMSF  TMTX  TMTG  TM  THBC  THBT  THCP  THCS  THDT  THMS  THPD  THPC  THSF  THSP  THSL  THTX  THVL  TSRL  TOTX  TREP  TRCO  TSKL  URPL  VGCO  VMVB  VEIL  VRMI  VB  VITR  VLCN  WKSL  WLBC  WLNL  XNBT  XNMN  XERB  XYEL  XYPH  YERS  YOKL  ZOGL  ZYMN  ZMPH " Names of bacteria published since 1986.
Names of bacteria that appeared on the 1986 list as unapproved but were subsequently approved. TMSO  TEBT  TTCO  TTGC  TTGN  TTMX  TRCS  THLR  TMSP  TMBT  TDSB  TMDS  TMPO  TMSM  THCO  THDD  THFS  TPCO  THSR  TSPO  THTC  TRCZ  TSRA  TYTH  TNSF  TRDM  TRCM  TRSP  TNTL  TYZZ  ULVN  URBC  VLRL  VMCO  VNNL  VCMY  VTMY  VRCO  WKMA  WBGL  WLHN  XECO  XYLL  ZBRL  ZYBC  ZYBT  ZYSR ~ ~~ a Names of bacteria published since 1986.
